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Introduction

controlled experiment, a field survey, or minor manipulation of other data. Information is produced when data are
placed into context (such as being part of a data set or set
of experiments, particularly when designed to answer
hypotheses) or manipulated. In an experiment one collects data, then transforms or combines it for analysis or
aggregation in order to test hypotheses. Both data and
information may be stored and manipulated digitally in
databases, though ecologists often use spreadsheets for
this purpose. Knowledge is the result of interpreting or
synthesizing information; it is the conclusion of the
hypothesis-testing process. Ecological knowledge is largely found in the scientific literature as publications;
however, it is also possible to store knowledge in knowledge bases, analogous to databases. Identification keys or
guides used or created by ecologists fall into the knowledge category.
Ecological data may consist of measurements or obser- p0030
vations of individual organisms or specimens (often
termed biodiversity data), measurements of their environment, or measurements of temporal processes. Some of
the ecological data are geospatial, making reference to
specific locations on the earth. Ecological information
similarly spans scales, as the context for data can range
from a single population to all the ecosystems on earth.
Metadata describes the context of the data or informa- p0035
tion or knowledge, such as its source, experimental
details, scope, and provenance. Thus a data set, a publication, and a database can all have metadata. Algorithms,
models, and software applications also have metadata.
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The Internet has fundamentally changed the way the
world communicates. Those who study ecology are no
exception. In this ‘age of information’, we have historically unprecedented opportunities to exchange ecological
data and information, and to collaborate to create and
share new ecological knowledge. Shaping Internet technologies for ecology in the next century is an important
focus in ecological informatics.
p0010
How do we harness the opportunities of the Internet
for ecology? We must begin by understanding the kinds of
digital resources that ecologists use, create, and exchange,
and the Internet technologies currently used to accomplish these activities. Then we explore more advanced
topics, including the semantic web, grid computing, and
social computing. These rapidly changing technologies
seek to address the challenges of large-scale ecological
studies that involve global communities of scientists and
be important to society.
p0015
With the Internet’s rapid technological change comes
somewhat slower, but important sociological change.
p0020
Finally, just as the ideas of computer and information
science may be useful for ecologists, ecological concepts
can be applied to Internet science. The interdisciplinary
field of ecological informatics is ideally positioned to
explore these new directions.

s0010
p0025
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Digital Resources
Ecologists increasingly use the Internet to exchange digital resources (Figure 1). The term digital resource
encompasses computer models, algorithms, and software
as well as data, information, and knowledge. These latter
three are concepts defined differently across fields. For
ecologists, data typically are the measurements or observations determined through direct study, as in a

Internet Concepts

s0015

The Internet can be traced back to several early networks. p0040
In 1969, the US Department of Defense’s Advanced
Research Projects Agency Network connected computers
at four universities, forming ARPANet. Other early
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f0005 Figure 1 Digital resources. Digital resources include a wide
variety of objects that range from raw and unprocessed to
meaningfully interpreted, grouped, and highly processed forms.
Column A shows objects relating to ecological data. Column B
shows objects typically associated with libraries. Column C
shows objects created by ecological modelers and developers.
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networks, including NSFNet, BITNET, and CERN,
similarly connected academics and research facilities. By
1990, these networks had become connected and were
using the same transmission control protocol/internet
protocol (TCP/IP) protocol.
p0045
The modern Internet is a global network of computers
that communicate using standard protocols (Figure 2).
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Within organizations and across distributed projects such
as NEON (National Ecological Observatory Network)
may be networks that are not publicly accessible.
Generally, networked computers have connections both
to their local or private networks, intranets, and to the
global network, the Internet. Both intranets and the
Internet can be used by people to exchange information
such as electronic mail, or email, or for exchanging files
using the file transfer protocol (FTP). When the information crosses from an intranet to the wider Internet, it goes
through a gateway. Firewalls may be set up at any point in
these networks to monitor traffic so as to detect and
prevent unauthorized or malicious activity. Firewalls
may consist of specialized hardware devices or software
applications.
The primary model of Internet communication is p0050
using a software application, a client, which communicates either directly with other clients or more typically
with servers. Servers are configured to deliver information when a client requests it. Each computer, whether
running clients or acting as servers, has an IP address. An
IP address is numerical and can be associated with readable domain names. TCP/IP organizes and routes
information between computers using their IP addresses
much as people use street addresses to send letters and
packages.
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Client
IP address: 29.2.76.#
Domain: umd.edu

Client requests
data from server
Server delivers
data to client

Server
IP address: 152.66.135.#
Domain: bme.hu

f0010 Figure 2 Internet concepts. (a) Firewall-protected computers in an intranet, or local area network, are connected to the Internet
through a gateway. Information and data are routed in the Internet using standardized protocols such as TCP/IP, FTP, and HTTP.
(b) A client application on a computer requests information from a server application on another computer, which serves that
information back to the client. The computers address each other via their numerical IP addresses, which also have domain names.
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For most ecologists, the largest and most relevant subset
of the Internet is the World Wide Web (WWW). The
WWW began in the early 1990s as a collection of information nodes or documents linked together with
hyperlinks, or pointers to other documents on the
Internet. These documents are maintained on computers
acting as web servers. People typically interact with these
documents using client applications called web browsers
that use hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) and related
protocols. HyperText Markup Language (HTML) is the
language used to create a web document, specifying how
its content should be displayed and how it should link to
other documents.
p0060
A web page is an individually addressable document
on the WWW. It may include text and images and tables
and forms and is addressed using a Uniform Resource
Locator (URL). It may be authored by an individual or
be dynamically generated ‘on the fly’ by programs based
on input from databases or people.
p0065
An organized collection of pages with a common general purpose is called a website. Some websites are
considered portals. Portals provide a way for people to
access large well-defined collection of information and
data that are not necessarily maintained by the same
organization but which may be of interest to particular
audience. The Australian government was an early leader
in providing a portal for ecological and natural resources
information.
p0070
Tim Berners-Lee, creator of HTTP, HTML, and
URL, is the director of the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C). This international group recommends standards for the web as it grows and evolves.

Web Databases and Collections

T

p0055

index to quickly locate relevant resources which are
termed the search results.
A variety of different algorithms exist to find, rank, and p0090
categorize search results. In some fields of life sciences,
there are specialized searches such as BLAST, in which a
genetic sequence is input and similar sequences stored in
GenBank are output. Specialized ecological search algorithms are likely to emerge as more ecological data
become digitally available.
Many sites offer advanced searching to allow users to p0095
narrow or filter searches interactively using a form customized for their data model, or database schema. Some
sites organize information into taxonomies that are displayed in hierarchical lists, or as graphical representations
that can be explored by browsing as well as by searching.
One such visualization tool is University of Vermont’s
GrOWL (Figure 3).
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s0020

Ecological resources available on the Internet are often in
databases accessed through a web interface. In this case,
the concept of a page or document is less meaningful.
A single project or institution may provide access to its
data or data products through a web-accessible database.
For example, the University of Maryland Global Land
Cover Facility provides access to remote-sensing satellite
imagery, for example, net primary productivity determined using the Global Production Efficiency Model
(GloPEM). Other examples include natural history
museums that individually provide online access to their
digitized specimen catalogs.
Digital libraries are organized collections of resources.
Many of these resources historically would have been
maintained on paper or film in a physical library, but
modern digital libraries often include not only text or
image resources but also spatial maps, software, data
sets, and animations. Typically accessed through the
Internet, a digital library may be aimed primarily at
educators (e.g., the National Science Digital Library) or
at researchers (e.g., PubMed, publications in the biomedical literature).
Registries and repositories provide access to scientific
data sets and other resources from many different researchers, projects, or institutions (Table 1). A repository is an
archive of data sets or resources, while a registry may not
hold data sets itself but archives records describing data
sets held elsewhere, that is, in a separate repository or in
local databases or documents. The US National Biological
Information Infrastructure (NBII) metadata clearing house
is a registry largely for governmental ecological resources.
Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) is an
international registry for specimen-based biodiversity
records. The WWW-Server for Ecological Modelling is a
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Information Retrieval on the Web
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A critical factor in the success of the web is the ability to
find information on it. Search technology is an important
area of research.
p0080
To retrieve information on the WWW, one may enter a
query into a broad-based search engine such as Google or
Yahoo, or one may issue a query at a particular website or
portal. A site or search engine may allow queries in natural
language (such as a question, ‘‘What is the altitude of
Mount Kilimanjaro?’’) or as a series of keywords that may
or may not be grouped (e.g., ‘Sonoran Desert’ vs. ‘Sonoran’
‘Desert’ vs. include Boolean logic (‘Sonoran AND desert’).
p0085
Search engines maintain an index that lists words and
the addresses where they are used. The index is created
using a crawler, or a program that follows links in hypertext documents, building an index of the words it finds in
the documents. Query terms can then be matched to this
p0075
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Collection name

Knowledge Network for Biocomplexity
NBII Metadata Clearinghouse
NSDI Metadata Clearinghouse
GBIF Taxonomic Collections
TOPP
Kruger National Park/SAEON
Open Source Project for a Network
Data Access Protocol (OPeNDAP)/Integrated
Ocean Observing System (IOOS)
VegBank
TreeBase
Storage Resource Broker
ORNL DAAC
Global Change Master Directory
ESA Data Registry
Ecological Archives (data papers)
Ocean Biogeographic Information System (OBIS)
Global Population Dynamics Database (GPDD)
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f0015 Figure 3 GrOWL knowledge map for the Ecosystem Services Database. This Java-based viewer was developed at the University of
Vermont Ecoinformatics Collaboratory using the TouchGraph visualization engine. It provides a way to interactively and graphically
explore related concepts in the ontology for the Ecosystems Services Database. A right click on a concept provides a way to search the
database for material relevant to that concept. Screenshot from http://esd.uvm.edu.
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Standards supported

Archives data

EMBL, BDP, others
BDP
CSDGM
Darwin Core
EML
EML

Yes
Noa
Noa
Noa
Yes
Yes
Yes

US NVC

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Noa
Noa
Yes
Noa
Yes

Various
BDP, other
DIF
EML
Various
Darwin Coreb
Various

Although this is a metadata clearinghouse, the data are often archived in other systems.
OBIS uses an extension of Darwin Core. See Grassle (2000) for details.

b
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Metadata Standards

p0130

Ecological resources in digital libraries, repositories, and
registries are primarily accessed by searching their metadata records. It would greatly facilitate interoperability, or
the ability for databases to exchange information, if metadata records followed the same standards. The ecological
community has made considerable progress in the last
decade on standards for metadata. In the United States,
the KNB repository and its tools use a communityderived standard called Ecological Metadata Language
(EML). Also in the United States, NBII uses a less-granular standard called the Biological Data Profile (BDP),
developed by the Federal Geographic Data Committee.
EML can be translated to BDP but it is not yet possible to
translate BDP to EML. Ecologists should also be aware of
taxonomic standards and protocols developed or
endorsed by the international Taxonomic Databases
Working Group and used by initiatives such as GBIF.
These include Darwin Core and the DiGIR protocol, and
the Taxonomic Concept Schema, among others. Tools
such as Morpho have been developed to annotate data
sets with standards-compliant metadata.

Although the WWW began as a collection of documents
intended for human exchange, since the early 2000s it is
more accurate to say that it is a collection of documents,
databases, and services. A web service (Figure 4) supports
the process of exchanging information directly between
computers according to a publicized specification, or API
(application programming interface). For example, a software application or agent acting on behalf of a user can
send a species name to NatureServe’s ‘Get species data’
service. In return, it would receive that species’ conservation status, taxonomy, distribution, and life history

F

Interact

XML compliant
with service API

OO

Web service
requester agent

Web service
provider agent

Figure 4 Web services concepts. Computer agents are
programs acting on behalf of people, able to activate themselves
and react to input as necessary. In a basic web services model,
agents interact to exchange information. A requestor agent
contacts a web service provider with a request tailored to the API
of the service provider. The provider then returns the information
requested. Typically, the agents exchange messages in
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) that is understandable by
both systems no matter what hardware or software each uses. If
the requester does not already know what service will be useful, it
can contact a discovery agency to find relevant services that
have published their descriptions.

f0020

information from the NatureServe database. The application can then perform a task using that information, such
as creating a new web document for humans that includes
that information.
Web services typically use eXtensible Markup p0140
Language (XML) representations in their data exchange.
In contrast to HTML, whose tags indicate how data
should be rendered (e.g., in italics, in a table, with a
link), XML provides a syntax that allows each application
to specify how data should be meaningfully interpreted.
Service-oriented architectures (SOAs) are large-scale p0145
systems that take advantage of such application-to-application communication. An SOA approach involves using
a variety of often independently developed services that
each accomplishes a different task. The technology (e.g.,
hardware, operating system, programming language) used
by each service is less important because the services
communicate through their APIs. Components of the
overall system can be replaced without disrupting overall
function. The international SEAMLESS project (System
for Environmental and Agricultural Modelling: Linking
European Science and Society) uses SOA to bring
together economic, environmental, and social sciences
data toward sustainable agricultural policymaking.
‘Mashups’ are more simple examples of bringing two p0150
or more independent services together. For example,
mash-ups have been created that merge images from
Flickr with the taxonomic hierarchy of University of
Arizona’s Tree of Life website. Similarly, the California
Academy of Sciences has used the Google Earth interface
to provide access to its extensive global collection of ant
specimen data.
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registry for ecological models and their documentation. By
2006, the Knowledge Network for Biocomplexity (KNB)
repository included over 12 000 data sets and databases,
including those of the US Long Term Ecological Research
Network sites.
p0120
A data warehouse is a repository on a defined subject
whose data sets share at least a core set of common fields.
VegBank is an example of a data warehouse. GBIF provides tools for setting up specimen-based data warehouses.
p0125
The boundaries among these types of data-rich webaccessible resources are not distinct. While each may
primarily focus on a kind of resource for a particular
audience, each may also include resources of other kinds
and occasionally serve audiences for which they were not
originally designed.
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Even with the help of web services, it is difficult for a
human to effectively retrieve, judge, synthesize, and integrate vast amounts of widely available, often widely
distributed digital resources. To assist or replace human
effort, software must be able to correctly place a document or text string or datum in the appropriate context.
There is growing interest, therefore, in publishing
machine-readable documents and databases in ways that
include semantics. Ecologists are among those scientists
collaborating with researchers in the fields of artificial
intelligence and knowledge representation to apply
semantic web concepts to ecology.
p0160
A common view of the semantic web is as a layer of
technologies, each building upon the ones below
(Figure 5). As one ascends this ‘layer cake’, the sophistication of the semantics involved increases, from the
purely pragmatic use of XML to mark data as having
meaning, through the top layer where the technology
takes advantage of meaning, rules, and logic to make
judgments about the trustworthiness of data.
p0165
A semantic representation goes beyond controlled
vocabularies (standardizing keywords for concepts such

User interface
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p0155

as ‘detritus’ or ‘dissolved organic matter’) to specify in a
machine-readable format the relationships among concepts. The formal specification of the relationships
among concepts is called an ontology. Inference over
semantic web documents can be used to expand a search
for ‘butterfly habitat’ to find data sets or documents that
include species belonging to a taxonomic group
Papillionidae that also include information on named
habitats, even if the word ‘Papillionidae’ or ‘habitat’ does
not appear in the documents or their metadata. Using
semantics, a computer can use automated reasoning to
make decisions about how data sets using different data
models or methods might be chosen, integrated, or
transformed.
There are a variety of languages used for ontologies
but most ecological ontologies use the W3C-recommended standard of OWL, the Web Ontology
Language. OWL is based on RDF (resource description
framework), which models the world with <subject, verb,
object> assertions. RDF is the first layer of semantics built
on top of XML in the W3C’s semantic web vision.
A semantic web search engine such as Swoogle acts
like a traditional web search engine, except that it only
crawls and indexes semantic web documents in languages
such as OWL and RDF.
Several query languages have been developed for
OWL and RDF. SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF
Query Language) is the current W3C standard.
An ontology-based approach is not intended to rely as
much on metadata standards as more traditional
approaches. While the use of standard ontologies would
ensure greater interoperability, the ability to semantically
relate terms in one ontology to those in another suggests
that it should be easier to automate the integration of data
represented by different but related ecological ontologies.
In practice, the use of ontologies in ecology is still in its
infancy and this power remains to be tested.
Examples of web-accessible ontologies relevant to
ecology include those developed as part of the SEEK
project, ETHAN (Evolutionary Trees and Natural
History) ontology, and the Spire ontologies, including
the California Biodiversity Information Resources ontology. Darwin Core, a metadata standard for museum
specimens, has also been represented as an ontology.
Several other projects use ontologies internally.
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f0025 Figure 5 Semantic web layers. Web technologies build on
each other to provide increasingly semantic representations.
XML is the essential syntax for describing information and
Uniform Resource Indicators (URIs) are the basic means of
pointing to chunks of information, or entities, on the web. All of
the layers above use XML and URIs. Resource description
framework (RDF) adds the ability to create a triple that relates
entities to each other. Ontologies define in a highly formalized
way the kinds of relationships and the kinds of entities that are
possible, and includes instances of these, while rules give richer
ways to specify the relationships and entities that must or must
not exist. The logic layer is a more abstract representation that
enables us to produce and discuss proofs – objects that
represent a conclusion and the evidence and reasoning that
justify it. Finally, the trust layer integrates information from the
previous layers with an understanding of their security measures,
to enable judgment on how trustworthy is the new knowledge.
Adapted from Berners-Lee, http://www.w3.org/2002/Talks/04sweb/slide12-0.html.
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While computational ecologists often use desktop appli- p0195
cations where they can customize algorithms, online tools
are available. For example, simulations, modeling, and
statistics applications may accept input via WWW
forms. For example, the Spire project developed an online
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Food Web Constructor which predicts trophic interactions among a list of organisms using compiled food web
data and taxonomic databases. A desktop application may
access remote data resources and models, as in the
SEAMLESS project.
p0200
Ecological computation may take advantage of grid
computing to tackle large problems. A grid involves the
development of independent but highly compatible services (and their hardware resources) and a way to mediate
communication across these services. Thus a grid is a
sophisticated application of the service-oriented architecture approach.
p0205
The Lifemapper project at University of Kansas is an
example of a grid system used for computational ecology
(Figure 6). Researchers wanted to use GARP (Genetic
Algorithm Rule-Set Production) to model distributions
for a large number of species using specimen data
from museum databases and climate and other spatial
data from a variety of sources. Lifemapper’s grid included
these distributed data sources and a large number of
distributed personal computers whose owners agreed to
donate unused processor time to the project. A central
program coordinated the assignment of species and
routing of appropriate data over the Internet to these
remote computers. There, genetic algorithms were used
to compute distribution maps which were then returned
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to the central server. Participants could watch the progress of the computation as a screensaver on their
computer.
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A prominent early use of the Internet was the exchange of p0210
email among researchers and this remains one of the most
important means of communication among ecologists.
Ecologists subscribe to a number of email lists, run by
list management software such as LISTSERV. Entirely
web-based alternatives to email lists such as forums or
bulletin boards have not been widely used in ecology.
Long before the Internet, amateur naturalists began p0215
collecting data for science in projects such as the
Audubon Society’s Christmas Bird Count. Now this ‘citizen science’ is greatly enhanced by the web’s ability to
reach vast numbers of participants and provide access to
the resulting data archives and analyses. Cornell
University is a pioneer in web-based population monitoring via citizen science. More recent projects such as the
United Kingdom’s Phenology Network enable widespread tracking of seasonal changes in species
movements and distributions.
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f0030 Figure 6 The architecture of the Lifemapper system. Preprocessing consists of data collation via distributed Internet query,
processing via distributed PC screensaver clients, and postprocessing of results into a digital library of spatial images and other
information. Reproduced from Stockwell DRB, Beach JH, Stewart A, et al. (2006) The use of the GARP genetic algorithm and Internet
grid computing in the Lifemapper world atlas of species biodiversity. Ecological Modelling 195: 139–145.
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Since the late 1980s, this model has been changing. p0245
Information seekers turn primarily to the WWW to
access digital versions of journal articles, which now are
often associated with supplemental material and archived
data. Because it is much easier for individuals to share
electronic reprints, journals have difficulty controlling
access to their products. As not all individuals can afford
the high costs of subscriptions, open access journals have
emerged which charge the authors of papers so that readers can have free access. The peer-review process is now
expected to go faster, as it is often conducted entirely
online. Some journals are experimenting with open peer
review, where a manuscript is placed online for open
comment before acceptance.
The model for data dissemination has perhaps changed p0250
the most. It is now possible for entire data sets and even
live streams of data to be made publicly available as soon
as they are collected. Yet most data are not yet shared.
There are technological and financial barriers to data
sharing. Someone must spend some time or money to
take the extra step to make data accessible online.
Significant barriers are sociological. The same technology
that makes data easy to disseminate raises concerns that it
is too easy to steal or use without attribution. A reward
system based solely on peer-reviewed journal articles
does not reward the dissemination of data sets upon
which those articles depend. If data are considered the
intellectual property of the scientist, under what conditions would they be willing to share it? Who should have
access to it, and when?
There are calls for an open source approach to scien- p0255
tific data, inspired by the success of open source software.
Open source software is developed and maintained by
keeping all code accessible to the public online. Users of
the software can publicly report problems and request
new features. Anyone willing to fix the problems or
develop new features can then make the code available
to others. Scientific data that are made easily accessible on
the Internet could be similarly ‘patched’ or extended.
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Becoming widely available in the early 2000s, wiki
technology provides a way for individuals to collaboratively create web documents. A wiki is a web page that is
easily edited using a web browser interface. Thus many
people can work together on web pages without needing
to download any special application. In 2004, the board of
Wikimedia authorized a Wikispecies project. Like the
extremely popular collaboratively built general encyclopedia, Wikipedia, Wikispecies is intended to provide
encyclopedic coverage of the world’s organisms. While
many ecological informaticists are using wikis to work
collaboratively, they have not yet gained wide adoption
among traditional ecologists.
p0225
Weblogs, or blogs, are emerging as a new platform for
ecologists to communicate and perhaps even gather data.
Originating in the late 1990s, blog use accelerated with
development of easy-to-use tools. A blog is a publicly
viewable journal to which an individual or group of
individuals posts frequent entries organized by date.
Major topics for blogs in general include commentary
on current events; ecological blogs similarly tend toward
applied and environmental topics such as ecological sustainability. Blogs often link to each other, and public
discussion is usually allowed. Specialized search engines
such as Technorati allow users to find blogs or blog posts
on particular topics.
p0230
Scientists in University of Maryland Baltimore
County’s Spire Project are researching the potential for
harvesting ecological observations from blogs. Just as
many blog authors have essentially become citizen journalists, providing major news sources with leads and
on-the-ground reporting, bloggers could provide surveillance for invasive species or emerging diseases.
p0220

Sociology of Internet Data Sharing

VI

s0060

The rise of the Internet allows widespread dissemination
of scientific data, information, and knowledge. It provides
unprecedented opportunity for international collaboration. Significant sociological challenges remain, turning
on issues of intellectual property and access to digital
resources.
p0240
The previous model for scientific progress and dissemination is the following. A scientist or group of scientists
conducts a study, typically by gathering primary data,
analyzing the results, then publishing them in a journal
after a typically anonymous peer-review process.
Scientists are often evaluated by the number of significant
peer-reviewed papers they publish. Access to peerreviewed journals is limited to those individuals and
institutions who can afford to purchase subscriptions,
though authors can distribute a limited number of reprints
purchased from the publisher.
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Internet Ecology

s0065

Sometimes the word ‘ecology’ associated with the p0260
Internet has a very different sense. Researchers who
investigate the economics, sociology, and technology of
the Internet often turn to the fields of ecology and evolution for metaphors and guiding principles. Entities in
cyberspace may be considered analogous to organic
organisms that evolve according to rules. Optimal foraging theory can explain how people seek and consume
information. Models of competition and niche theory
describe behavior and evolution of web sites. The distributed, dynamic, nonlinear organization of the Internet
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http://www.birdsource.org – Cornell University Laboratory of
Ornithology.
http://www.ecoinformatics.org – Ecoinformatics.org Home
Page.
http://esd.uvm.edu – The Ecosystem Services Database.
http://eco.wiz.uni-kassel.de – ISEM Europe, WWW-Server for
Ecological Modelling.
http://knb.ecoinformatics.org – Knowledge Network for
Biocomplexity.
http://www.nceas.ucsb.edu – National Center for Ecological
Analysis and Synthesis (NCEAS).
http://seek.ecoinformatics.org – Science Environment for
Ecological Knowledge (SEEK).
http://spire.umbc.edu – Semantic Prototypes in Research
Ecoinformatics (Spire).
http://www.seamless-ip.org – System for Environmental and
Agricultural Modeling; Linking European Science and
Society.
http://www.naturescalendar.org.uk – UK Phenology Network.
http://ecoinformatics.uvm.edu – The University of Vermont
Ecoinformatics Collaboratory at the Gund Intitute for
Ecological Economics.
http://www.w3.org – World Wide Web Consortium. 2004. Web
Services Architecture. W3C Working Group Note.
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See also: 00141; 00173; 00151; 00153; 00156; 00848;
00157; 00166.
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lends itself to the same kinds of structure and scale analysis as ecological networks.
p0265
Because the Internet shares properties with ecological
systems, those who study the ecology of information and
those who study ecological informatics have much to
learn from each other.
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